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1 Introduction
In February 2018 B arts were commissioned by Support Staffordshire to
undertake a review of arts provision and activity in the Staffordshire Moorlands
District.
The review activity started in March and was completed at the end of July
2018. The report was brought together through discussions between the
partners and B arts and completed in November 2018.

1.1 Brief
The original brief states that the review should:
•

raise aspirations of a more vibrant arts scene in the Staffordshire
Moorlands District

•

gather information to inform a vision and an arts strategy (including how
best to support development of the arts and creative industries)

•

provide evidence of need for support for arts and creative industries for
future funding bids by Support Staffordshire

“The aspiration is that the vision and associated strategy will encompass all

forms of benefit that involvement in the arts can bring, including:
Economic regeneration
Enriched community life
Improved personal health and well-being
Increased skills and levels of participation in the arts
Increased opportunities and accessible facilities to take part in the arts.”
(Extract from Staffordshire Moorlands Arts Review Brief, January 2018)
B arts, in conversation with Support Staffordshire, clarified the focus of the
review. Given the limited budget (and therefore time) to pursue all the possible
avenues of enquiry, the agreed priorities were to engage with existing arts
activity and organisations in the district (e.g. three arts festivals and Arts
Forums), those supported through the Staffordshire Moorlands Arts Forums, and
then to gather views from a range of existing stakeholders. An element of deskbased research should also be done that brought examples of good practice
elsewhere in comparable local authority areas to the overall review.
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2 Methodology
Three key actions were undertaken to provide the bulk of the material for the
review
•

Survey (see Appendix i for survey questions and responses)

The survey was made available digitally and in hard copy. It was distributed
digitally via Support Staffordshire, B arts and their networks. It was also shared
via social media (Facebook) and print (Leek Post & Times).
The questions were designed to find out: how artists and arts organisation fund
their activities, the range of venues they used, their connection/if one existed
to the Arts Forums, funding obtained through Arts Forums, and views on the
annual arts celebration. Crucially we also offered the respondents to talk about
their ambitions for themselves/ organisations, their work and for the District.
We received 88 responses

• 1-1 Interview questions and responses: Stakeholders (see Appendix ii for

questions & respondents)
The stakeholders were selected to offer a rounded view of the arts scene in the
Moorlands. The interview questions covered largely the same content as the
survey questions, with the format allowing for a more-wide ranging conversation
and were conducted with individuals geographically located across the District.
The Live Interviews gave us an opportunity to dig into some specific examples
of both current activity, partnerships and to look at ambitions and possible
future activities.

Each session lasted between 1 to 2 hours.

We interviewed 12 stakeholders

•

Face to Face Conversations (see Appendix iii for session plan, venues and

attendees)
The conversations took place towards the end of the review process and were
intended as safe spaces for stakeholders to have a structured and more in
depth exploration of some of the issues that had been identified through the
survey and the interviews. In addition, we encouraged participants to express

“what the arts does for me” in order to derive some value statements. The
conversation format also gave people the opportunity to co-design projects and
large-scale ideas in small groups.
The events took place in three venues across the District.
We held three conversation events, attended by twenty-five participants
4

• Additional material
We had two written submissions (see Appendix iv) that offered a more
extended set of reflections; one on the history of the Arts Forums and the other
from the perspective of an individual artist (creative industry). These are
included in the Appendices.
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3 Findings
The findings have been structured into five sections.
They reflect opinions and information expressed across the three actions and
information gathered from desk research.
They are:
3.1 Baseline: Where we are now- the findings of the survey- evidence of need

for support from conversations, survey and interviews- festivals
3.2 Vision: What the arts sector thinks the arts is for- what could it do for

everyone- the impacts and benefits- strategic connections
3.3 What Could Happen: Where we would like to go- ambitious ideas- from

interviews and conversations
3.4 How should we do that? Partners- are Art Forums the right vehicle?

3.5 What else is out there? Inspiration from across the UK

Image by Sue Prince
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3.1 Baseline
We looked at the current provision funded by Staffordshire Moorlands District
Council is via financial support distributed to;
•

Three Arts Forums (Biddulph, Leek, Cheadle)- each receiving an equal
sum and disbursing it through their membership to fund arts activities in
the area

•

A Contract with Support Staffordshire to administrate and support the
Arts Forums

•

Three Arts Festivals- again organised by town and administered
voluntarily

•

Membership of Staffordshire Live and Local

•

Marketing and promotional activities (e.g. printing costs for annual Art
Exhibition organised by Buxton Leek College, Annual Arts Celebration)

The survey and the one to one interviews also provided key data around the
baseline.
Survey Summary of Findings:
Respondents profile:
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What do you do?
(65 responses; 180 'answers')
Other (1 each)
Creative informal learning for mental health/physical
Creative learning leading to formal qualifications
Involved in arts purely as a leisure activity
Produce goods for sale
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Art-forms represented:

Which Art Forms are you involved in?
(82 responses; 172 'answers')

Printmaking
Poetry/Writing
Painting/Drawing
Architecture
Dance
Music
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Venues:

•

Need for a large venue - 8 (5 specifying Leek) respondents

•

Improvements required at current venues - 4 respondents

•

Current venues satisfactory commented on by several respondents

Additional facilities that respondents wanted to see:

•

Arts hub/gallery/exhibition space/workshop space – 16 respondents

•

Large venue/theatre – 14 (Leek 2, Biddulph 1, Cheadle 1) respondents
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Arts Forums:
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How has the Arts Forum been useful for you?
Other (1 each)
Help from Support Staffordshire
Funding
Developing collaborative activity
Learning from each other or from external input
Signposting each other
Sharing ideas
Networking
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Suggestions for how the Arts Forums could be improved:

•

Increase numbers involved – 5 (especially youth -3)

•

Increase level of funding – 3

•

Raised profile/improved publicity about Arts Forums – 3

Funding:

How do you fund your activities?
(82 responses; 161 'answers')
Other (1 each)
Self-Funded
Commissions for services
Sales of products or objects or commissions for objects
Sales of tickets, sub-letting, rental income
Local Authority Funding
Donations
Writing funding applications to Trusts and Foundations
Fund-raising activities
Subscriptions
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Annual Celebration:
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Marketing and communications:

How do you tell people about what you do?
(82 reponses; 225 'answers')
Other (1 each)
Editorial in local media
Adverts in local press
Word of mouth
Print leaflets, flyers, posters
Network with other artists and arts groups (in person…
Websites
Social media
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No. of Organisations

Ambitions: Organisations identified the following as the most important targets

over the next five years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attract more members – 11 (youth – 6)
Business/activities expansion -10
Become sustainable – 10
Reach bigger audiences – 9
Raise arts profile
Improved venues
Offer arts to more people

What would help you to achieve these ambitions?
(79 responses; 231 "answers")

Other (1 each)
Organisational matters (e.g. business planning)
Access to better venues
Finding others to collaborate with
Marketing (e.g. social media)
Improving your own skills
Attracting audiences
Help with funding
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No. of Organisations
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Other comments

•

Profile of current offer re arts and arts in general needs raising in
Staffordshire Moorlands – (8)

•

Appreciation of current system – (5)

•

Engage an arts officer/coordinator – (2)

•

Improve venues – (2)

•

More funding – (2)

•

Improve collaboration between arts groups – (1)

Comments about the Forums expressed on various platforms represented a
range of views including: “I didn’t know they existed”, “It’s the same groups,

sharing a small amount of money and makes a negligible difference”, “Outdated,
reticent (sic) to change” and “Ours does a very good job”, “Absolutely
essential”.
Evidence of Need
The survey responses and conversation events provided excellent evidence of

need in the District. Where respondents expressed dissatisfaction with the Arts
Forums or other aspects of the use of the arts budget via the survey or in
interviews, this was coupled with a request for more venues, more support both
in direct grants in help with fundraising etc. a more accessible/ larger arts
budget, coupled with a more open and accessible application process.
Grassroots activity: where funding has been distributed through the Forums
typically via grants in the region of £300, these have been used to support arts
and creative activities that have had a direct impact on between 1300 to 3900
people*1 per year, through participation.
Accurate data for the numbers of people reached through exhibitions, concerts
and performances by the groups and organisations funded through the Arts
Forums is not available but is estimated in the region of between 10,000 and
20,000 people across the District.
Festivals

Leek and Biddulph festivals are large scale mature events each held over 4-6
weeks in May and June-July respectively, and comprising around 60 shows and
events. Biddulph is very much a community festival which Leek remains closer
to its music festival roots and attracts performers of national and international
14

standing. Each has a turnover of around £20,000 (although in both cases this
doesn’t include the costs and revenue of the events put on by other
organisations as part of the festival), and in each case a total audience reach
estimated to be in the region of 5,000 or more.
Cheadle’s festival has been running just over 10 years, and is a smaller scale
event performances by local artists, creators and arts groups.
Each regards the £2,000 grant from SMDC as at least partially crucial to their
festival’s sustainability. In each case the funding is allocated to core costs of
putting the festival on, particularly its publicity – advertising in local newspapers
and flyer and programme production costs – and in Cheadle’s case room hire
expenses.
Each festival is confident that their programming is versatile and evolving,
providing new shows and arts experiences each year and attracting new
audiences.

Publicity for Buxton Leek College Annual Contemporary Arts Exhibition
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3.2 Vision
What does the arts do for me?
This was the introductory exercise in the conversation sessions. Attendees took
the opportunity to have a wide-ranging and creative discussion that generated
statements about the impact, value and the place of the arts in their lives.
The range of benefits that the arts can bring is broad, and impacts sometimes
defy definition. However, articulating what the arts does for us, both as
someone who takes part in or practises the arts and as an audience member/
reader/ exhibition goer/ consumer, is essential. This gives us a language with
which to communicate the impact and benefit of the arts to others and to
advocate for the very real benefits the arts bring. We have grouped attendees’
quotes from the conversations under three themes;
Challenge and achievement

-

a source of inspiration, growth

-

learn a new skill

-

a way to explore concerns in a context

-

a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment, validation

-

working from myself-on myself

-

communicating, and relating to others

-

about making a living

Well-being

-

using our creative talents builds confidence

-

takes one away from the mundane, relaxation

-

feeling more myself

-

joyful, giving enjoyment

-

good for the brain

-

prevents loneliness, reduces isolation

-

something that holds body and soul together

Community

-

(building) continuity- a child saying that’s my grandma’s picture
on the wall

-

crossing boundaries, borders and divisions

-

a definition of civilisation, a necessity, enrichment
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-

socialisation

-

busy-ness, something is happening, something is happening here

-

to bond and bring people together, across the age divides, across the
area, across social strata

It was clear that the impact of the arts on our attendees was that they are
central to living a fulfilled, healthy life as an individual and to creating and
maintaining strong and inclusive communities.
Special mention was made for engagement in and access to the arts at both
ends of life- for young people (aged 0-25) and for the elderly.

“Less SATS more art”

Attendee at Biddulph Conversation

The attendees wanted to be clear that young people should have access to high
quality arts, throughout their learning lives (in and beyond school/ formal
education). This contributed to creating fully rounded individuals and had
positive impacts in other aspects of their education (ability to think and reason,
to notice and to experiment, broaden horizons, raised aspirations) and in their
personal development (building empathy, confidence, social skills, bonds and
friendships in real life).
For older people the attendees emphasised the importance of engaging in the
arts to overcome loneliness, isolation, a very real sense of abandonment and
uselessness.
In order for older people to maintain their independence and to travel to attend
classes, clubs and groups, the attendees pointed out that a key barrier,
especially to people living outside towns, was the lack of transport across the
District - both the availability of public or voluntary transport (i.e. free to the
user) or the affordability of private transport (taxis etc.)
Strategic Connections

We asked all attendees to the conversation events to identify the top three
issues and challenges that they believed to be common across the SMDC area.
These were not to be issues particularly relating to the arts, but that covered all
aspects of civic life (“anything from potholes to global warming”). They were
asked to complete the statement Something needs to be done about…
The group was then asked, through a process of negotiation with other
members of the group, to arrive at a collectively agreed top three. We then
used these strategic priorities as a set of factors in structuring our ambitious
thinking and planning.
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Through the process attendees identified the following top three concerns:
-

Inclusion; ensuring that services reach and are suitable for everyone

-

Economy; boosting the economy would be good for everyone

-

Infrastructure; from affordable homes, through venues and facilities,
transport to communications

This links our conversations to SMDC’s stated corporate priorities.

Achieving Excellence in the delivery of high quality services that meet the
needs and aspirations of our communities
This vision is articulated further by four aims:• Help create a safer and healthier environment for our communities to live and
work
• Meet our financial challenges and provide value for money
• Help create a strong economy by supporting further regeneration of towns
and villages
• Protect and improve the environment
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council Corporate Plan (2015-2019)
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3.3 What Could Happen?
Across all of the research processes we asked people to express their ambitions.
In the conversation events, we called it; Irresponsible Thinking and encouraged
people to imagine there was a “Rural District of Culture” award (like a UK City of
Culture https://www.absolutelycultured.co.uk/who-we-are/). They had to think
up the most headline grabbing, inspirational arts project that would be worthy
of such a programme- it had to have a huge “Wow” factor but also could not
take place anywhere but the Staffordshire Moorlands.
Some of the more striking ideas included;
-

Leek’s own Bayeux Tapestry - a new work telling the stories of the town
(the abbey, the Green Knight, silk, music etc.) led by a professional artist
(e.g. Grayson Perry
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/oct/21/graysonperry-tapestry-portrait-gallery ), made by people across the towndisplayed everywhere

-

Cape Knypersley- a rocket launch site for tourist travel into space, a
centre for creative engineering education- so that people can go into
space

-

Pugin Fest: Decorated Town Festival where all the buildings in Cheadle
were covered/ decorated/ painted/ wrapped and an associated
programme of activites using town as a backdrop

-

Garden Town: Complete remodelling of Biddulph town centre to take out
all the existing buildings and replace it with landscaped gardens

-

A new shared facility that uses sustainable transport (canals, green walk/
cycle routes) to access it

-

Parleying In Cheadle; a temporary move of The Houses of Parliament to
Cheadle

The seemingly outlandish nature of these ideas seems at first to make this a
pointless exercise. In fact, it is a very effective way of bringing into focus
several key elements of a successful forward plan.
Who we want to say we are. Given this challenge people express the unique

qualities and properties of their place- so we have for example; a decorated
town, a debating space for Cheadle, a story of technology- whether in garden
design and maintenance or in the legacy of mine engineering for Biddulph, and
story-telling through textiles for Leek.
How do we make the arts fit strategically? These exercises encourage thinking

about how the arts tackles the wider strategic priorities e.g. the presence of
parliament or in fact any “attraction” could be a huge economic benefit to the
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area, young people would be inspired by space travel; all ages could be engaged
in making a giant textile piece and working with a nationally significant artist.
We found that ambition was not equally spread- in fact our attendees and
respondents in Biddulph, were in general more confident, outward looking and
able to think at scale than neighbours in other areas, and the Town Council
represents a key partner.
In summary, what this exercise and the subsequent conversations told us were
that key pieces of work that people wanted to do that were beyond their
current offer were to create;
•

Large scale, accessible, inclusive (participatory not just performances),
high quality Festivals and Events that tell the story of the town(s), the
District and attract external visitors- these could include other themes like
engineering, gardening as well as the arts in a more traditional sense

•

Programming that physically transforms town centres; makes them more
people friendly, greener, creates new uses for retail space, pop up
events/ markets

•

Innovative and exciting projects for young people, led by young people

•

Investment in communication, especially, but not exclusively online via
social media etc.

•

An increase in participation and audiences overall

3.4 How to do that
Partners

We asked people who they felt should be involved in delivering transformatory
programming. The lists of partners included the obvious statutory providers; the
Local Authority (members and officers), Town and Parish Councils, schools,
churches, the health centres and social care providers, but also extended to;
both currently well used venues (e.g. Fowxlowe), local pubs, Nicholson Institute
and some overlooked or under-used venues (e.g. Coton College, Caverswall
Castle), and new larger partners that people felt had not yet engaged in the
locality (e.g. The National Trust, Alton Towers).
Arts Forums
“The Arts Forums were part of the provision for the Arts in The Staffs

Moorlands. Large projects which required external funding was organised by the
SMDC Arts Development Team. There was also available grants of £500 for local
bigger projects as well as Individual Grants, which were distributed centrally
from SMDC. This extra arts input eventually came to an end. Because the
individual grants were not taken up an SMDC, it was decided to administer these
20

at a local Arts Forum level so we have managed to incorporate personal
development into our framework by administering the grants at this level.
The Arts Forums were aimed at grassroots level Arts provision in the three
towns. SMDC also funded the Moorlands three annual Arts Festivals”
ex- Chair Biddulph Arts Forum
It is the wrong question to ask whether the Arts Forums are needed or not.
Grassroots, self-directed arts activity is an essential part of a thriving arts
scene.
It is user led, generates excellent outcomes at a strategic level, particularly
around community cohesion, combatting loneliness, improving wellbeing and
giving people an opportunity to actively contribute through volunteering to civil
society. Grassroots activity - everything led and run by volunteers is not a route
to creating a healthy arts ecology either. There is a need for a balance between
professional and voluntary activity and both are needed.
Arts Forums distribute small amounts of money for grassroots, voluntary
groups, which in the majority of cases make a real and significant difference.
However, they are seen by some as exclusive rather than inclusive. The Forums
themselves are developed through natural networks, and word of mouth. The
Chairs do not have the capacities or resources to actively engage with potential
members.
Support Staffordshire, who have the experience and capacity in these,
essentially community development driven, activities, have not been given
sufficient resource or scope within their contract to deliver this ambition either.
This leaves the Arts Forums exposed to criticism and ultimately not a defensible
model for the distribution of public funds.
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3.5 What’s out there to inspire us?
These examples, gathered from face to face and desk-based research, are of
comparable settlements/ conurbations in rural or focused urban settings, with
relatively similar audiences/ constituents. They are a brief snapshot of cultural
activities undertaken in those areas and are intended as context and inspiration.
The Barnaby Festival (https://barnabyfestival.org.uk): There has been a Barnaby

Fair in Macclesfield since the 13th Century. The local tradition had all but died
out when in 2004 Macclesfield Borough was dubbed the ‘least cultured
place’ in Britain for its lack of amenities. In 2009 things began to change when
a group who had a vision for a festival of arts, culture and fun, based in the
town centre and rooted in Macclesfield’s heritage and talents got together. In
2010 Barnaby was reborn as a weekend festival.
Canterbury Festival (https://www.canterburyfestival.co.uk): Canterbury Festival

is Kent's International Arts Festival, the largest festival of arts and culture in the
region, and one of the most important cultural events in the South East. With
over two hundred events in two weeks there is something to suit everyone from
classical music to contemporary dance, and from comedy to world music with
theatre, walks, talks, visual arts and much more.
Festival Stoke (http://www.festivalstoke.co.uk): Festival Stoke is a collaborative

of creative people who have chosen to work together to make arts activities
and events happen in the city of Stoke-on-Trent. The Festival aims to ‘bring
great art into everyday places’ through commissioning artists and performers
to create works of arts which are easily available and accessible to people in
ordinary and everyday places.

Kenilworth Arts Festival (https://www.kenilworthartsfestival.co.uk): Kenilworth

Arts is an annual, multi-genre festival which takes place over 10 days in
September, with events, workshops and exhibitions held in various venues. It
celebrates high quality, original work within the contemporary arts and brings
together award-winning, internationally-acclaimed writers, musicians and visual
artists from around the country (and beyond) for one-off, intimate events.
Kidderminster Arts Festival (http://www.kidderminsterartsfestival.org.uk):

Kidderminster Arts Festival (KAF) offers a diverse cultural experience to all ages
and interests, and includes a programme of performance workshops, shows,
street art and exhibitions. The annual event is held in the last two weeks of
August in and around Kidderminster town centre in local venues and out and
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about on the streets.
Live Art UK (http://www.liveartuk.org): Live Art UK is a network of 30 venues,

promoters and facilitators who collectively represent a range of practices and
are concerned with all aspects of the development and promotion of the Live
Art sector. The network aims to be a representative voice for Live Art practices
and initiatives in the UK.
Make More Art (https://makemore.art) MAKEMORE is a London based maker

festival celebrating all forms of making and doing. It gives people hands-on
creative experiences to enable them to discover what kind of maker they are.
AMA Culturehive (http://www.culturehive.co.uk): is a free online resource

library for culture professionals that brings the collective intelligence of
the sector together in one place. It is run by the Arts Marketing
Association (AMA) and shares expertise through training, networking
events, members working together to influence the sector.
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4 Conclusions
In this review we aimed; to capture and represent aspirations for a more vibrant

arts scene in the Staffordshire Moorlands District; to gather input to inform a
vision and an arts strategy (including how best to support development of the
arts and creative industries); to provide evidence of need for support for arts
and creative industries for future funding bids by Support Staffordshire
To achieve change, things need to be done differently. The world is different, so
we must be too.

4.1 Context
In 2018 the social, political and economic climate is a challenging one. However,
there are opportunities and changes in thinking that are relevant to the aims of
this review, particularly in the arts sector nationally. These include;
•

a renewed emphasis on partnership working, particularly across the
statutory, private and voluntary sectors
(https://www.thirdsector.co.uk/civil-society-strategy-will-help-charitiesneed-says-minister/policy-and-politics/article/1490022)

•

a shift in focus in national arts funding from organisations in London and
the South East, including a requirement for organisations based in the
South East to be working with partners in other regions
(https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2017/aug/04/arts-funding700m-needed-bridge-north-south-divide-study-finds)

•

The funding of heritage and the arts has been brought more closely
together and libraries and museums funding is also now administered by
Arts Council England (https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/what-wedo/supporting-arts-museums-and-libraries)

Our recommendations encourage innovative thinking and actions that make the
most of the national context.

4.2 Aspirations & Potential
There are aspirations to create a more vibrant arts scene in the Staffordshire
Moorlands. There are organisations and individuals who, given the right support
and resources can make the step changes necessary to transform the arts
offer in the District. These include Support Staffordshire
The arts can address the top three issues that affect communities across the
District; the economy, opportunities for young people, and individual and
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community well-being, and can spin the stories of the Staffordshire
Moorlands, of who we are and the unique characteristics of this place, out
across the UK and beyond.

4.3 Resource
Finance: The current allocation to the arts in SMDC’s annual budget plan

represents a small but significant commitment. This finance would be an
important part of any funding package, but is not sufficient alone to deliver
“a more vibrant arts scene”.
SMDC’s Corporate Plan (2015-2019) Executive Summary document makes
no reference to arts or culture. Instead it talks about “leisure” and
“entertainment”.
In order to effect any transformation in the delivery of arts and culture in the
Staffordshire Moorlands funds need to be raised. For any funding bid to be
successful it must have the strategic rationale for the programme of activity.

4.4 Strategy
A Culture Strategy is an ideal tool for this. The development and writing of a
Strategy would be the clear next step from this review. A Culture Strategy
would provide a set of agreed objectives for professionals and grassroots
organisations working across the District to work to and to. The Strategy
should be owned by the sector and supported by a range of partners
including SMDC, Town Councils, funders, venues and organisations.
Funding opportunities should be actively sought that would then finance
programmes of work that deliver against the objectives laid out in the
strategy.

It is on the basis of these conclusions that we make the
following recommendations
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5 Recommendations

Recommendation 1
Create an outward facing, dynamic, and cross cutting Arts and Culture Strategy

A useful Arts and Culture Strategy should also provide a vision for the cultural
life of the District as well as demonstrating how the arts and culture will
contribute to wider Corporate Aims of economic growth, opportunities and wellbeing throughout the District.
The Staffordshire Moorlands has a unique landscape and cultural heritage. The
vision for the future would be that arts and practices of making beautiful things
interwoven with a beautiful natural landscape should become the story of the
District.
This is a contemporary story of art in a place that inspires and nurtures writers,
story-tellers, musicians, makers, designers, visual artists and craftspeople both
in the past and now. The District should become known as a landscape and a
place that inspires and feeds creativity now, where from cradle to the grave the
arts is part of our lives.
5.1.1 The Programme Plan

The Arts and Cultural Strategy would be underpinned by a programme plan that
has three priority areas for investment.
The purpose of separating them out is to be clear what the purpose of the
activity is. In this way we can see what is the most appropriate programming to
develop within that priority area. Then we can measure its success in delivering
against those aims; for example we don’t end up judging the economic impact
of programming when its purpose was to build better individual well-being.
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5.1.2 Priority Areas
Economy

This includes initiatives that increase trading, ticket sales (festivals drawing,
charged for events, markets), product development and marketing (creative
industries), tourism and the promotion of the “Story of the Moorlands” as a
cultural destination- an arts and crafts district, audience development –
especially audiences from outside the District, which in turn provides a market
for increased overnight accommodation and a richer night-time offer.
Key actions:

•

Create a network (and co-ordinator) for and with the existing festivals and
events across the District to; provide training and access to increased
funds, network regionally and nationally to increase communications and
audience figures, be a first port of call for new and potential festival
organisers where they can access good practice, tools and resources

•

Develop two new festivals with the potential to bring in large audiences
(20,000 plus) to the District that deliver direct economic benefits (e.g.
Ludlow Food Festivals http://www.foodfestival.co.uk/about/history)

•

Develop exhibition and marketing opportunities for visual artists and
crafts people including using non-traditional venues such as town centre
shops and empty properties (see Cheadle Art trail), and local makers
presence in tourism venues /destinations, working with Creative Industries
partners to develop new services and products (e.g. arts and crafts
themed learning holidays and landscape trails etc.)

•

Explore ways to open more town centre/ high street studio spaces to
promote “live” making and increase the visibility of arts and craft practice
in the towns.
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Arts Infrastructure

This includes people resource as well and physical and virtual resource, so is as
much about increasing the number, skills and capacities of the available
professional/ para-professional organisations working in SMDC area as it is about
venues, platforms, networks etc.
The professional arts sector is very under-developed. There is a good network
of promoters and event organisers but a lack of artists/ cultural leaders with the
necessary combination of vision and experience to move the sector forward.
It is also about making the most of what exists, so partnerships with key
organisations in the district who are not currently engaged, or who could be
more engaged (Leek High School, the National Trust etc.)
This should include the training and development of young and early career
artists- where do they go, who do they ask for advice and mentoring. Where do
people who want to “get something going” go for help.
Key Actions:

•

Make new partnerships with external agencies who can build the
professional sector by engaging with the Arts Council England National
Portfolio Organisations in Staffordshire, and West Derbyshire and with key
relevant partners in London and the South East (e.g. Victoria and Albert
Museum)

•

Find artists in the District- see findings in the survey- venues, support
with marketing etc. and plan how to respond to those expressed needs

•

Audit the existing external partners what more can they do e.g. Live and
Local, Buxton Leek College, Staffordshire Libraries- they all report a
willingness to provide more services (Live and Local), be a host venue for
events and festivals (BLC), and have opportunities for outreach work
(Staffordshire Libraries) and a desire to maximise the use of venues in
new and interesting ways (The Nicholson Institute)
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Social Impact

Work under this priority area is to engage with both existing and new to the
area organisations in new collaborations and partnerships to design and deliver
some key activities that address; youth inclusion, isolation and the elderly,
mental well-being. It also ensures that local people are participating as cocreators of the work and are contributing to the civil life of their community.
Key Actions

•

Work with Support Staffordshire to identify both community and
grassroots partners and potential non-arts sector partners (health and
social care/ social prescribing etc.)

•

Research how can youth development activity be separately activated/
funded- Support Staffordshire could work with an external agency for
example the YMCA North Staffs in Stoke-on-Trent

Recommendation 2
Create an Arts Development Service that actively delivers across the programme
plan against the strategy as outlined above.

Strategy
5.2.1 Purpose of the Service

The purpose of this service would be to stimulate new projects, long-term
programmes and innovative and transformational partnerships. The role would
encompass also signposting to training and opportunities for partnership
working or collaboration and would support the organisational development of
smaller or less developed organisations and individuals.
It would be key for the post holder to have extensive knowledge of the regional
and national contemporary arts sector, creative businesses and be able to build
or have good networks across the sub-region both in the arts and beyond.
Ideally this role would be located in Support Staffordshire rather than the LA, as
this would allow them more flexibility and opportunities in terms of fund raising.
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5.2.2 Resources

A Big Arts Fund needs to be established to put the actions and
recommendations of this review into practice, so fund-raising skills (including;
trusts, charities and accessing corporate or private sponsorship/ personal
giving/ donations) would be essential.
Key Actions

•

Research funding opportunities including strategic conversations with Arts
Council England

•

Work with the three towns and key local organisations to locate and
broker new and ambitious partnerships (Support Staffordshire).

Recommendation 3
Conduct an Options Appraisal for Arts Forums and networking activity
(including the Annual Celebration)

The Arts Forums are seen as a valuable piece of local arts infrastructure. There
is value in not dismantling existing structures in order to retain engagement and
the commitment of grassroots activists.
It would be better to ask what else could be achieved through the Forums
activities. So what could they be for other than to distribute funds? What do
those who attend get from the networking opportunity? What difference do
they make? People reported almost as significant as the access to funding was
the connectivity with others, that they offer and receive peer support and
generally have a sense of being part of a “scene”.
It is essential to re-contextualise the activities of the Arts Forums. An agreed
purpose embedded in an agreed District wide Culture Strategy that is monitored
and evaluated will provide a strong foundation for actions with impact.
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Key Actions
In order to move forward from a solid base, we recommend the following actions
1) Decide what is the intended impact of the funding distributed through the
Arts Forums- via the writing of the Culture Strategy without this aim in place no
other decision can be made.
2) Undertake an Options Appraisal
A range of future scenarios should be proposed, rated and ranked against the
Aim. We suggest these Options include;

•

Status Quo: Arts Forums continue as they are

•

No Arts Forums: Arts Forums are deleted

•

Maintain Arts Forums explicitly as a network place for grassroots groups,
defined as those run by local volunteers offering regular (e.g. weekly
activity) activity, that provides lifelong learning/ active leisure (like a
sports club) / has a membership

•

Create new/ additional network(s) to support professional/ paraprofessional groups - defined as those that involve paying professional
artists, crafts people. This might include groups that act like a
professional group (i.e. receives fees for its activities or is training young
people as a step towards professional activity). So this would include
youth groups (orchestra, youth theatre), large choirs (Biddulph Male
Voice) and festivals or programmes of professionally delivered arts
activity, crafts people and artists for whom the activity is a business

•

Arts Forums become Arts Networks - they meet twice a year at mini
conference style events- (providing reasons to attend- speakers,
information, extending networks, promoting healthy competition etc.)
They should not be focused around three towns but should be rotated
through interesting venues (Biddulph Grange, Leek High School,
Caverswall Castle) and the structure of the events should encourage
cross-fertilisation of practice, up-skilling and raising ambition. They should
involve all voluntary and professional sectors with opportunities for likeminded/similarly structured groups to spend time together to gain
support.

•

Create a regular programme of networking activity for Arts Forums leads
(as existed in the past) in order to co-ordinate activity across the District
and refer to progress against the Culture Strategy

•

Invest in the Arts Forums members’ activities against a clear set of
objectives (see Culture Strategy recommendation 1) through Big Arts
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Fund, administered by a panel drawn (in part) from Forum members
across the District

•

Restore an emphasis on the monitoring and evaluation of the funding
support. Achievements should be measured against a set of agreed
objectives as described in the Culture Strategy

•

Explore and maximise Support Staffordshire’s role; to promote
membership, provide generic training, organise conference/ networking
event, raise funds, host the Arts Development role, administer small
grants programme.

Recommendation 4
Invest in evaluation

Invest in a suite of tools, and budget line to measure benefits of activities and
to understand what it is that we are doing and achieving against which
objectives. This ensures that we can understand if the Culture Strategy is
working.
Always temper quantitative data with qualitative measurement- evaluation and
capturing of all activity is really important and should be built in. Support
Staffordshire would be ideally placed to research this.
Next Steps:

•

Make contact internally and through local networks (Support Staffordshire
etc) with people/ organisations who are already doing this sort of impact
study e.g. Helen Pakpahan (SMDC) has tools for measuring economic
impact of festivals and events, Staffordshire University (Nic Gratton) has
models of how to work with citizens to create citizen evaluators
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In Summary
It is important to create bespoke solutions for the District rather than a one size
fits all approach - not all areas are equal, however an equity of distribution of
finance where possible should be achieved. Also, a consideration of how the
rural areas are accommodated is important (e.g. the work and reach of Live and
Local, who would cover more rural areas were there more funds)
There is passion and enthusiasm for the arts in the Staffordshire Moorlands. We
were left in no doubt as to the commitment of the individuals and organisations
who have delivered the arts in the District, some for generations. They have
weathered storms and droughts and have used their “let’s just do it anyway”
attitude to see them through.
They are to be celebrated.
The survey responses, interviews and conversations taken together revealed a
richer arts scene than this might suggest exists in the District. The work that is
being done is therefore either self- funded, funded through voluntary work, time
and services donation, sales (tickets, objects/ products, services) or other
means.
However, if a “vibrant arts scene” is to be achieved in these challenging times
then a strong and public commitment to the arts has to be made by SMDC at a
corporate level. A Culture Strategy for the Moorlands can be owned by the
cultural and grassroots arts and creative sector. However the challenge will be
that to make the Strategy effective and deliverable will be to gather the
support of all local authority partners, funders, supporters, investors and
stakeholders of all kinds.
From this support can flow; new and innovative partnerships, festivals and
events that could transform the fortunes and feel of our town centres, projects
and programming that could have real and positive impacts throughout the lives
of our citizens wherever they are in the District.
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6 NEXT STEPS
SMDC have already committed to work with Support Staffordshire to
lead and facilitate the writing of a culture strategy to be completed
in spring 2019.
•

Work with members and officers of SMDC and High Peak to locate the
cross cutting strategy in the SMDC Corporate Plan to 2022

•

Work with Support Staffordshire to facilitate a focus group from across
the District to test recommendations, shape the vision, map
infrastructure needs and opportunities and identify inclusion priorities

•

Commission, publish and circulate a pdf with the key findings of the
survey to all participants- make it widely available

Image by Jenny Harper of Green Man by Artist Chris Thompson

Footnotes
*1 Of estimated figures: 26 respondents said their organisation reached over 50 people. So the

range was defined between: 26 x 50 = 1300, and 3 times this figure. However we know that at
least one respondent represented an Arts Festival, where participation could have been far
higher, e.g. 5,000-10,000 or more.
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